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Elizabeth Faraone Mar 24

Dear Ana, this research means so much to me. I’m a 38 year old living in Canada and have had

unusual neurological symptoms that began in my early 30s. I’ve had multiple visits with my GP, been

to the ER several times, had an MRI and saw a neurologist. Everything came back negative to both my

relief and horror. I don’t think there was a day in 2017-2018 that I didn’t cry on my way to work,

knowing in my heart something was wrong and thinking I may not be around long enough to watch

my kids grow up (who are my world). I suffered in silence for a long time. Enter Covid, I was lucky

enough to be red pilled by Dr. Mercola early on. Enter the vaccine. I knew to stay far away from

that!!!!!Lost my dream job as a health care professional with March of Dimes Canada. They mandated

everyone!!! Even the virtual volunteers!!!!!!!!!!! My heart aches for my former team and clients (the

ones who are still alive). Enter the Canadian Adverse Events Reporting System. I began volunteering

for them, documenting people’s accounts of their adverse reactions to the C19 vax. Enter your

Substack. Now I don’t feel so alone. The idea that there could be treatment out there that could help

me, in edition to your other many beautiful and brilliant talks about humans as spiritual beings, self

healing etc. has pulled me out of a dark, lonely hole. I share your substack with many people I talk to. I

feel light hearted again. I am joyful and I have hope. Thank you, sincerely and deeply, for all that you

do 

❤
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Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Mar 24 Author

Dear Elizabeth, thank you for your sweet note. I am so happy to hear that my work has uplifted

you... that makes it all worth it. Bless you - sending you healing thoughts. 

💙
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Mar 25 · edited Mar 25

Just watched your interview with Dr. Roth, and see that he passed away a short time ago, on

March 11.

https://www.mainstreetnews.com/obits/dr-michael-william-roth/article_a75624ca-4fc5-

514d-a227-2667b211dd2a.html

Wondering when that interview was recorded?

Edit: New sub. I see you've posted about his passing, thanks, will read it.
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koppykat Mar 24

What a beautiful letter ! so glad for you, too and I couldn't agree more.

Stay where you are, and grow
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StellaMaris Mar 24

Hi, Elizabeth...fellow Canadian here......sorry about your medical issues.....and about your job

loss.... ..... stay strong.... ❤
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Elizabeth Faraone Mar 24

Thank you my friend, very kind of you to comment, I am grateful. I’ve learned to take things

a day at a time. I’ve reflected a lot and concluded that tomorrow belongs to no one, it can all

be gone in an instant, for anyone. I’ve learned and I believe there really isn’t such a thing as

the past or the future, just a sequence of “nows” and for this I feel like the luckiest person

on earth- to be me in this moment. All is well. Take care out there. Hard to recognize

Canada sometimes but I won’t give up on our most beautiful and special country.
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StellaMaris Mar 24

What a great way to look at life....thanks for sharing...... gald we connected....yes, I will

not give up on Canada either❤

🍁

 ...gald you are on Team Humanity, too..... you might

enjoy this..... https://www.shrewviews.com/p/hand-picked?utm_source=post-email-

title&publication_id=831175&post_id=106668100&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=em

ail
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Elizabeth Faraone Mar 24

You were right. I did enjoy the article and have subscribe. Many thanks for bringing

this to light for me 

😊
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Elizabeth Faraone Mar 24

Lovely! Thank you so kindly for sharing. I can’t wait to read this. All the very best

😊
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Joseph Kerner Writes Create Your Ideal Life Mar 24

I've had around 60 EDTA chelations over the past 12 years. I swear by this treatment. It resolved a

heart issue, and has helped keep me energetic and healthy.
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Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Mar 24 Author

I swear by it too. Saved me from terrible Long Covid and I still get it every couple weeks.
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Lisa Mar 25

This is very encouraging. I want my husband and I to get started on this as soon as possible. I

have heart issues and I'm hoping the chelation will at least help.
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Joseph Kerner Writes Create Your Ideal Life Mar 25

I hope both of you have comparable results that I had.
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Believer 1111 Jun 8

Do you donit by IV orcfootbath or bath soaking ?

Have uou had your blood tested after , i was told to take pumkin seeds after each chelation to

replace pumkin seeds
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MW Mar 24

I have a friend whose 45 yo brother was saved from congestive heart failure in 2007 at University of

San Francisco with nothing but chelation. The brother was near death with less than 15% heart

function, they used him because there was nothing to lose. After two weeks of chelation therapy, he

was walking and before he could not stand. After another two weeks he had 50% heart ejection rate

function.
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Lisa Mar 25

Thanks for sharing!!
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Lisa Mar 25 Liked by Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD

Thank you for this comprehensive information. Such wonderful uses should give everyone hope. God

does provide us with help! Thank you and bless you, Dr. Ana!
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Mar 24

Calcium Disodium EDTA powder, reagant grade, is great stuff, I have used it on several occasions to

remove 1 cm kidney stones diagnosed by ultrasound which have then flushed out very greatly

reduced in size within days of drinking EDTA dissolved in warm water first thing in the morning on an

empty stomach, then not eating anything for at least a couple of hours or so while it goes to work.

Distilled or RO water is more ideal, but warm tap water will do in the absence of that. Follow up with a

couple of big glasses of water each time. EDTA is extremely and very rapidly laxative though, so never

go outside after you have taken EDTA. Use it on weekend days when you can stay safely at home.

I have also found EDTA to have improved my feeling mentally with Long COVID, though I have only

bothered to use it a few times for that, as I use of lot of other things on and off.

A couple of grams a day for 4 days is safe enough if you are off work and can do 4 days at a time (I

have taken more for 10 days or so without any ill effects till a kidney stone passed, but I am

recommending more gentle amounts for shorter periods of time), give it a few days rest and then do

another 4 days and so on, till you pee the remains of the kidney stone out into a sieve, alternatively

you can just do two days at a time each weekend for a few weeks to get rid of a stone, which you can

give to your doctor for analysis if he wishes, no need to spend thousands of dollars on lithotripsy, and

then ending up in agony for days afterwards. Using EDTA is dirt cheap and absolutely painless and

you won't be peeing blood out of damaged kidneys from the hammering a lithotripsy machine causes

either.

Four days can be enough to get rid of a kidney stone but keep going using two or four day courses of

a couple of grams EDTA each day in one dose each day with a few days rest between courses. In an

emergency in real pain if you are already off work with it just take EDTA every day till the stone is

gone. EDTA does not dissolve in cold water but forms a chewing gum consistency lump, whereas in

warm water it dissolves very easily totally, and is not at all unpleasant to drink and is hardly what one

would think of as an acid, as it is far milder in acidity than fruit juice.

EDTA quickly dissolves calcium phosphate which is what some kidney stones are made of entirely. In
Expand full comment
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BlazeCloude3 Apr 5

Thank you for this testimony...My daughter has had THOUSANDS of Kidney Stones beginning

suddenly when 21 yrs. old and she's suffered greatly. They seem to run in both sides of her

family as my Mom had many and her other Grandmother also had several. Can't wait to share

this story with her.
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Apr 7

I hope the EDTA idea works for her, and of course, there are always things like the 'stone

beaker' herb, chianca piedra.

https://lindenbotanicals.com/stone-breaker-herb/
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Lisa Mar 25

Thanks for sharing your testimonies!
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Mir Mar 24

Thanks for that all! Do you think this one is ok for it (I really have no idea)?

https://www.laboratoriumdiscounter.nl/nl/di-natrium-edta-99-extra-puur.html
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mothman777 Writes mothman777’s Newsletter Mar 25

The specific EDTA type I use is the one used in therapeutic practice. There are variations on

the molecular structure of EDTA and these may function differently inside the body and not

every type may be suitable for internal use. I very much recommend searching out the one I

use, any make at all from any source that you think looks OK.
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SuperbuggG Mar 25 · edited Mar 25

Yes! In fact that particular product looks top! Technically, EDTA - is EDTA, but I do find one

product I have tastes a bit gnarlier than another, even both seem to work the same!

Anecdotally, they use EDTA in bulk as one of the 200+ types of lubricants at the drill head

on oil rigs... typically it's just mud that's used, but a 'Mud Engineer' can also choose EDTA

from his kit! Twue story!
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SuperbuggG Mar 24

Oral EDTA is also a doddle! Up to a gram in water, tastes like kack but it works! Lower lumbar unfused

after ten days oral... then , years of not taking EDTA with lumbar restricted again, and after just two

days of oral it's mobile again! Is that calcium?
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Catherine Writes Catherine’s Substack Mar 25

How do you find oral EDTA?
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Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Mar 25 Author

I do not recommend oral EDTA. It binds to minerals. Only transdermal or IV.
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Catherine Writes Catherine’s Substack Mar 25

Thank you. I will look for IV-- will transdermal be with a practitioner and compounding

pharmacy? I checked ACAM website- was unable to find a list of practitioners-- will call

them next week. I am using the cream several weeks that you suggested but no

improvement as of yet.
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SuperbuggG Mar 25

My original post asked 'is this calcium?' - that's chelating from my lower lumbar when I

seem to have loosened fused discs, or whatever, when I take EDTA. Calcium's an

essential 'mineral' - do I have too much, is that perhaps the cause of my lumbar

restriction? - which other minerals leach out using oral EDTA as opposed to IV and

creams... and might mineral supplements adequately replace them?
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SuperbuggG Mar 25

I've answered this myself... if anyone reads this, it seems calcium chelation from

veins and arteries is what's needed, hence IV!

Chelating calcium from cells, or whatever, is undesirable, and some oral EDAT

chelation is apparently calcium-EDTA, and so does not leach the calcium from

cells, or whatever!

Discovering chelation therapy more generally, it seems being a dab hand at

inserting a cannula and mixing a few minerals, water and EDTA will be future life

saving, and a good day job!
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SuperbuggG Mar 25

If you mean where did I buy it - online, E-Bay I think, and it came from 'APC Pure'. And if you

mean how do I find taking it - it tastes a bit like Vit C powder, and has no odd side effects!
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Catherine Writes Catherine’s Substack Mar 25

I didn’t know it even existed
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Truth Matters Writes Truth’s Substack Mar 24

Ana,

Thank you for continuing all your great work. It is obviously very important with the graphene in the

shots and in our environment. Your evidence is so important in growing the COURT OF PUBLIC

OPINION against ALL the Treason

The next step has to be UNITY of ALL awake persons in a real Freedom Movement with real strategic

planners who know how to address ALL the Treason!

No one, I repeat NO ONE in political power today will ever do the right things until they FEAR the

people!

There is nothing for them to fear until we UNITE against them!

Lex Greene, important writer with a serious resume writing about the necessity of unity…

https://newswithviews.com/unity-101-e-pluribus-unum/

https://newswithviews.com/right-theres-nothing-you-can-do/

P.S. My gloves came off 15 years ago, working with the NORTH AMERICAN LAW CENTER group. I

highly suggest if you want to unite with people actually working real solutions…contact Lex Greene!
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Edward Bernaysauce Mar 24

Hi Dr. Ana, on the last ep. of the 5 docs, 03/23/23, a chiropractor was on promoting a product that he

claims will 'harmonize' the effect of 5g on the body. In support of his claims he stated that he has

done live blood analyses (microsposy) on people who came to his office showing rouleaux formations

in the blood, and then when given an iteration of his 'technology' had the condition resolved within

minutes.

My question (and thought) is this: Is it possible that 'unvaccinated' are exhibiting this phenomenon

because of 5g and it's effects, perhaps on calcium ion channels, as opposed to 'shedding'...?
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Believer 1111 Jun 8

Also gold shatters the graphene oxide successfully without even having to make contact ,

See here the video on tik tok from Dr David nixon

https://vt.tiktok.com/ZSLFsxgRW/

I have a monatomic gold company that has a product with monatomiic gold and colloidal gold at

42PPM 24 k pure 99.99% gold .We treat it with 8 subtle energies eg pyramids and ancient esoteric

wisdom and 12 healing frequencies .

The monatomuc gold portion is derived grom sea water which has 92 organic trace minerals .

https://monatomicgold.co.nz/about-us-sphinx-ormus/
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Doug Cragoe Mar 24

How many long COVID and COVID shot injuries have your treated? Have you thought about writing up

individual case reports? That might interest more doctors in your approach.

Also, testimonials from your patients who improved their condition would be good.
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: A-R: C. Aug 17

Genetic toxicology of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/6406880/
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Believer 1111 Jun 8

Hello.is their any evidence that suggests EDTA can chelate just from having regular footbaths or spas

, please contact me if microscopic tests have been done not everyone can afford IV .

Might oay to avoid getting your edta from states now the truth out it might get poisened.

Please contact me on if you have any results on footbath and soaking in bath .

Ps iis hot water better than cold ?

Many people are on budget and this woild be very helpful to humanity

Yourlate1971@gmail com
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Val Thor May 14

Let me add my thanks Dr Ana for all your hard work. I look forward to your emails. This is just a

thought and no answer needed but you have stated the filament network aka rubbery clot structures

grow when exposed to 5g. I wonder when Elon Musk finally gets his 42,000 LEO satellites launched

where people anywhere in the world can have access to the internet will these make the filaments

grow too. BTW Musk's twitter profile pic he is wearing a satanic costume.
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giovanni cortes Writes giovanni’s Substack May 13

Hi Ana. I am a big fan of yours and there is a lot of people that like your work here in Puerto Rico.

There is a radio channel here called "Que no se diga que no se dijo" in spanish and they are

recommending your EDTA solution to the hydrogels and nanoparticles in the blood. Question... What

brand or type of EDTA do you recommend? How long does it last if one would stock pile it just in case

it is taken out of public use or even some bad guys can find the way to taint it and we need to be

ready just in case. The radio show is in Telegram by the way. thank you for your help.
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Phillips May 13

What to do if you realize you were used as a guinea pig or an experiment.Feeling Nanobots in ones

body I guess you can say they felt like tiny robots crawling eating you inside out and it first begun as

an injection then hydrogel please help can't go to the E.R. because thats exactly where the

transmitting happened
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Phillips May 13

Dear Ana I'm sitting here reading the HOLY BIBLE and I have to say this what if robotic things were

placed in you like in beginning in a form of hydrogel and growing with electric currents within your

body... Can't go to the nearest hospital because there were those dressed in hospital gear who

carried out this right here in the good ole Nations Capital

What do you recommend a person to do?!for I do believe in the power of prayer
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Crystal Cartmell Apr 7

Where is EDTA chelation available in the US?
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B C Hall Apr 4 · edited Apr 4

Had heart attack 9/21. Dr want a 5 bypass. I'm trying natural treatments instead. Have

atherosclerosis. I go to VA Blu Room where I learned about Dr. Ana & signed up for your email news. I

have IV Vit C weekly, use Sublingual EDTA, & beet powder. Is sublingual EDTA effective as the

transdermal and IV EDTA?
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B C Hall Apr 4

Had heart attack 9/21. Dr want a 5 bypass. Have atherosclerosis. VA Blu Room. IV Vit C weekly, use

Sublingual EDTA, & beet powder. Is sublingual EDTA effective?
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Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Apr 4 Author

I do not recommend any oral or rectal EDTA.
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AlmostLastRepublicaninSeattle Mar 26

Off topic Dr.Ana,

I’m wondering if there’s anything that’s been found to be successful for neuropathy. My dad has

numbness & tingling in his lower legs and hands. He has tried a lot of “ therapies” without success.

He even had stem cell injections in his legs and feet. One injection site on bottom of foot got infected

and we almost lost him. He is still pretty active for 81 & is still searching and hoping for relief. Thank

you for any information that might help.
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TruthJuscticePeace Mar 26

Dr. Ana, I recently watched one of your videos on Rumble with Maria Zee and another with Maria and

Karen Kingston. I have a couple of questions regarding Chelation.

i am very interested in liposomal EDTA. are you aware of, or would you recommend any manufacturers

/ suppliers?

My next question is regarding IV EDTA Chelation. What is the protocol that you use? Dosage?

Frequency? How long after do you administer Glutathione? When is it best to replace trace minerals?

Thank you

Jaleel
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Thomas Guitarman Writes Thomas’s Substack Mar 25

Thats how you show them with REAL science , studies , real MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE AND

EXPERIENCE , keep up the great work no matter what anyone else says.
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Catherine Writes Catherine’s Substack Mar 25

Dr Ana- you are a Godsend. I cannot find anyone in my State with your knowledge, services or

compassion to help with my 19 month LC. Why is Dr Henry Ealy so against EDTA? He claims it’s

dangerous! He is so compassionate about helping long covid/ vaccine injured but against EDTA?! Also

( being LC unvaxxed myself) can someone please tell me what is DMG, GHK Copper, can I get

Plasminex OTC, how do I implement nitric oxide in my care plan ? Thank you.
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Jonathan Murphy Writes Jonathan’s Newsletter Mar 25

DMG is dimethyl glycine. The book Building Wellness with DMG is brief and informative and

available to read online.
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Lisa Mar 25

Thank you, thank you, thank you, Dr. Ana! Thanks for sharing how we can help ourselves. God bless

you!
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-|- •=• |> |> Mar 24

I know I feel much better when I get the treatment. Thanks to you Dr. Ana! I’ve been meaning to

schedule another soon. The article references Mount Sinai in Florida which coincidentally seems to

be the only place to get screened for Havana syndrome, by Dr. Hoffer, from what I can tell.

Dr. Len Ber is one of the few civilians who’ve been able to be screened for Havana syndrome. He

talked about the latest development in a legal battle to shed light on the secret, unconstitutional,

government domestic terrorist watchlist for non-investigative subjects here:

https://open.substack.com/pub/lenbermd/p/condescension-defendants-strategy?

utm_source=direct&r=1mx45u&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

Do you have any insight on where patients can be screened for Havana syndrome other than in

Miami?

Thanks!

Todd
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Peter Halligan Writes Peter’s Newsletter Mar 24

I wonder if there is some crossover benefit with the work detailed here:

https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/conversation-with-dr-sabine-hazan

"Dr. Hazan observed how dramatically the microbiome can impact human health by working with

patients in her practice and in clinical trials. She observed that gut microbiome was critical in

numerous serious chronic conditions which are fractured by the modern medicine into different

specialties but in fact, may all have a common underlying problem - unbalanced, injured and suffering

microbiome. Patients with Crohn’s, psoriasis, Alzheimer’s, autism, and even cancer improve following

improvements in their microbiome."
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Thomas Mar 24

Dr. Ana, much praise and gratitude for all your research, insights, and sense of urgency in these

quickening dark times. Recently I had my blood scanned by dark field microscopy by a cell biologist

PhD who lives 5 min. from me. The results she showed me were a bit shocking and humbling. She

follows your work and wanted to know the brand of microscope you use from S. Africa.

My last vaccine was in 1969 on my way to India. For more than fifty years I have experimented with a

truckload of dietary lifestyles from vegan to paleo and everything in between. Yoga, breathwork,

meditation, Reiki, acupuncture, wheelbarrows of supplements, etc. - all of that journeyed effort was

now displayed on less than 20 pictures from my blood slide. They resembled many of the photos that

you posted - Rouleaux, clumping, fibrin meshes. Humbled but now determined to make detox not a

one time solution, but a permanent life choice. Knew about EDTA chelation 37 yrs ago. It is time to

slay the daemons. Also just received a scalar field generator to entrain the body's biofield to

recognize its own electromagnetic geometry and mitigate any harmful EMF assaults, and to repolarize

the blood cells and decouple their agglutination to free up oxygen. My interest and your work is by

reduction, a subtle inquiry into changes at the quantum level, to recognize and harvest our innate

photonic treasure of energy. To restore our light. Thank you, Ana.
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Alexandra Mar 24

Thank you thank you thank you.
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John Stieglitz Writes John’s Substack Mar 24

Share Share Share!
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Manuela Mar 24

Buna ziua Doamna Doctor, fiica mea, rezident in anul 1 are o mare sensibilitate neurologica, dupa

nasterea celui de-al doilea copil, cu stari de depresie accentuata si nu a reusit sa scape de aceasta

stare cu medicamente psihiatrice, a renuntat treptat la ele dar se simte in continuare rau. Daca ar

merge pe EDTA injectabil ar fi necesar ca inainte să facă un tratament de mineralizare? Cat timp ar

trebui sa ia minerale inainte de a recurge la chelarea cu EDTA injectabil? Va rog sa ma iertati pentru

indrazneala de a va adresa aceasta intrebare, dar fiica mea nu mai este in stare sa duca o viata

normala, eu sunt in varsta, bolnava, nu pot sa-i cresc copiii; in aprilie trebuie sa reinceapa activitatea,

al doilea copil face 2 ani. Sunt foarte deznadajduita din cauza ei. Trebuie sa va precizez ca atunci

cand avea 3 ani, fara sa stiu ca dauneaza, i-am dat pastile de 1mg cu fluor vreo doi ani; fiica mea e

nascuta in 1993 si pe atunci nu aveam acces la internet ca sa aflu cat de otravitor este. Acum regret

dar este prea tarziu. Acelasi fluor i-am administrat si fiului meu nascut in 1998. Sunt o criminala a

propriilor mei copii. Va rog sa-mi dati un raspuns, cum sa imi ajut copiii! Dumnezeu sa va

binecuvânteze in toate zilele!

Adresa mea de email este manuela.alexandrescu@yahoo.com si locuiesc in satul Fundeni, Ilfov
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Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Mar 24 Author

Exista in Russia si an Europa peptide care the ceama Epithalon si Selank - regeneraza

neurological este fuarte buna. Asi incerca asta si cu EDTA. Todeauna sa da minerale si vitamine

cu tratament. As cauta pe internet ce exista in Romania si Europa. Professor Khavinson este in St

Petersburg, Russia si are toate articole internationale despre peptidele.
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JG Mar 24

Important question: does anyone know how to find a doctor understanding of and willing to do EDTA

Chelation? I'm in the NYC metro area... I don't think it's as simple as a Google search because ideally

you'd want someone that understands the goal (i.e., removing graphene, hydrogel, etc.)
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Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Mar 24 Author

Look at https://www.acam.org/mpage/ChelationHome. They have a listing of certified

practitioners
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Dr. Gregory Pernoud Mar 24

Anna, excellent research on EDTA. Thanks so much!! I’m in the process but having some trouble

finding a reliable source for the EDTA. Please share your source!! Thank You!!
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Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Mar 24 Author

Do you mean IV EDTA- look at your local/ national compounding pharmacies or nationally

McGuff, Taylormade etc.
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B C Hall Apr 4

Is Sublinqual Calcium EDTA (Merit Meditate brand) as good as IV or transdermal EDTA?
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Dr. Gregory Pernoud Mar 25

Yes iv, thanks I’ll check it out!!
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